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nthe Aitareya'Brãhma4a (7.13-18),
of m akhyanø in India.l Consequently it has

The legend of Sunaþíepa, as it is presented
has been called the earliest example

attracted a fair amount of scholarly attention.2 But like all well-spun yams, the story
is so rich in resonances that it will perhaps lend itself to still another discussion.3

What has struck me in the Sunah6epa story, apart from its extreme allusiveness, is the intricate nature of the methodological and even ideological issues that
lay buried in its various interpretations. In the following I shall try to probe into the
reasons why this nanative should be examined (and evaluated) primarily as a coher-

ent whole, and why this approach also involves recognizing the various influences
and constituents that have gone into its making. That is to say that these two aims
need not be contradictory.a The other question that

.,

I

take up concems the origin

of

Gonda l9?5:394. The text itself (i.e. the AB) calls the story an ãkhyana. The early classi'
fication of literary genrcs is shown in lhe Alharvavcda Saryhitã (15.6.3.), which mentions
itihasa, purrina, gãtha and ndrã.lamsî. The word akhyana is most commonly used to describe a form of narrative text that became very popular in later lndian literature, i.e. the
mixture of prose and verse. According to Horsch, the Sunaþ6epa story as a whole is the
most definite example of an early ãkhyana, whereas its prose portions represent lhe itihasa
gerur (Horsch 1966: 314). About the differences between itihãsa, purû4a, ãkhyãna and
katha,see Warder 1989: l8l-191.

Thestoryhasbeencommented upon by e.g. A. Weber(1893:47ff'), R' Roth (in Weber's
lndische Studien,ll:457ff. and II: ll2ff.), H. Oldenberg (l9ll; l9l7b) and A' B' Keith
(1920, in his translation of the $,gveda Brãhma4as; see also Keith 1925). More recent
studies includeWeller(195ó), who calls the subject already a "well-picked field", Lommel
(1962), Horsch (1966), Falk (1984), White (1986) and Shulman (1993).

3

This article is a humble Ûibute to Professor Parpola, whose inspiring seminars (on
Sunaþóepa story as

the

well as the Vetalapañcavi1riutí,td cycle) in thc 80s prompted the present

writer to go in for the Indian nanative.
4

Essentially I am of the opinion thal the kind of organic view that H. Oldenberg had of the
lndian nanarives is more viable (in spirit at least, if not in detail) than the habit of dis-
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the frame story, or the device of embedding, that is so prominent in the Indian
narrative tradition. My main interest here lies in the theories proposed by Witzel
(1987) and Minkowski (1989) which trace the device to the evolution of the rirual
procedure. In the light of the evidence provided by the Sunaþ6epa story, as well as
my work on the textual history of the Pañcatanta,s I would like to suggest modifications to this view.
In the following, the "story"6 (in the AB version) is presented as a succession
of narrative units. The use of verse is indicated by iølics. It must be noted that the

division into macro-sequences A, B, and C is, to suit the purposes of the present
study, basically formal and synchronic (even though it may roughly correspond to
certain historical facts, as will be seen further on), and in several points the units
could well be demarcated and arranged in a different way. By purely stylistic criteria
C.l. would belong to the end of section B.

Eanqilhei4iq¡cla7

A. "Hari6candra promises his son to Varu4a"
l. King Hari$candra has no son
l.l. and he asks Nãrada (l gatha)8
wþ men want to have sons,
secting the texts into secondary, tertiary, etc, layers in search of the "original version". The
danger ofthe latter approach (which as such rnay be completely sound) is that the paficular
text that we have at hand, with such adjectives as "comtpte/" and "unecht" piled upon it,
starts to look deficient to all intents and purposes. About the interdependence of historical
and literary study of texts, see e.g. Olivelle 1999:47.
5

Håimeen-Anttila 1996: especially 79-103, 108-1 16, 168-185. A more derailed discussion of
lhe evolvement of Indian narrative (as well as of the device of the frame-story) shall be
included in my Ph.D. thesis, Tåe Textual Strategies of the Indian Narrative: A Study of the
Main Sanskrit Versions of the Pañcatantra (forthcoming).

6

Here I make use of the structuralist distinclion between "story" (inloile,fobula = the nanative content) and "discourse" (discours, sjuíet = the means by which the story is communicated). See Chatman 1980: 19-22. Some theorists postulate three components: "story",
"text" Qlci = what we hear or read) and "narration" (all levels of narration presented or
implied in the lext, see Rimmon-Kenan 1983:2-3; Genette 1972t 7l-:16). I have found the
hopp-Chatman bipartition more workable.

7

Here "the rajasíiya" refers to the AB text describing the ritual procedurc. The actual performance is a frame on another level. The system of outer frames is discussed in more detail

below.
8

Gdlåris ('songs') are stanzas, from outside the corpus oî the fi.gveda Saryhitã, that appear in
the prose portions of the Vedic literature in the brõhnw{¡ds that come after the Taittirîya.
The word goes back to the Indo-lranian past (cf. the Avestan gathõ). Gathãs (or ítol<øs; rhe
two words are synonymous in the Vedic context) represent the older, non-Vedic traditions
and also the lost bardic literature of the period that prccedes lhe compilation of the Great
Epic. The seminal study on this material is Horsch 1966.
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1.2. Nãrada answers (10 gathas):
they pay their debt (rna);

men live forever, being reborn as their sons;
for this purpose even incest is permitted.
2. Nãrada says that Hari5candra must take recourse to Varuna
and promise to offer the son to him.
3. This is done

3.1. and the boy Rohita is born
3.2. but the killing is delayed 5 times
3.3. until Rohita is

l6

years old.

4. Varuqa asks for the sixth time, Harifcandrâ tells his son that now he must
be offered;

4.1. Rohita escapes

4.2. and Varur.ra seizes Hariicandra (i.e. strikes him with dropsy).
5. Rohita wanders in the forest and every year tries to retum
but Indra tums him back 5 times
by telling hint to wander (5 gãthas).
6. In the sixth year, Rohita buys, with 100 cows, a substitute victim,
6.1. SunaþSepa,
6.2. who is the middle son
6.3. of Ajigarta Sauyavasi, an Ãngirasa.

B. "Sunaþ3epa unbound"
l. Varuqa

accepts the substitution: a brahmin is better than a k¡atriya.

2. SunaþSepa is taken to be offered in a rãjasúya
in which the priests are Vi6vãmitra, Jamadagni, Vasigtha and Ayãsya.
3. Nobody is willing
3.1.1. to bind Sunah6epa;
3.1.2. for 100 cows his father Ajigarta is willing;
3.2.1.

tokill

Sunaþóepa;

3,2.2. for 100 cows his father Ajîgarta is willing.
4. Ajigarta approaches to

kill

the victim with a knife.

5. Sunaþ6epa tums to the gods (Prajãpati, Agni, Savitp, Varuqa, Agni, lndra,
the A6vins and Uças) for rescue
wíth ¡'c-verses (85) that are attributed to him in the RV (except I .28)
6. Sunaþ6epa is freed by the afore-mentioned gods (ultimately by Uças)
and Hari5candra becomes free of disease.
7. SunaþSepa is made the officiating priesq he has a vision of the rapid soma
pressing, and he performs the ritual with

further rc-verses (12 = RV 1.28.,4.1.4-S and 5.2.7).
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C. "The adoption"
l. Having concluded the ritual, Sunaþéepa sits on Vilvamitra's

l.l.

lap;

Ajigarta claims him back

1.2. but Viivãmitra says that Sunaþíepa is now Devarãta ('god-given');
1.3. Devarãta Vaiivãmitra is presented as the forefather of the Kãpileyas and

the Bãbhravas.

2.The dialogue of Ajigana and Sunaþ5epa:
Ajlgarta pleads, Sunahiepa rejects him (4 gathas).
3. The dialogue of Viévãmitra and SunaþSepa
concerning the terms of the adoption (3 gathas).
4. Viivãmitra
asks his sotts to occept S.'s primogeniture ( I Satha):
l. l. the older sons decline and
4.1.2. Vi6vãmitra curses them to be the Andhras, Pun{ras, Sabaras,
4.

Pulindas and Mutibas;
4.2. the middle one Madhucchandas and the younger ones say
we accept (1 gatha).
5. The outcome: Vi6vamitra
blesses hi.s younger sons and Devarata (3 garhûs)i

the younger sons
accept joyously D.' s privileged position

(

I gatha)

and Devarãta
gets the double inheritance (1 gatha).

Frame: the rãjasúya

The story is told in an austere manner typical of the brãhma4as.g Sentences are
simple and paratactic, descriptive adjectives are avoided (except in the verses) and

the kind

of built-in

editorial commentary that latter-day readers are used to is
conspicuously lacking. There is a sharp contrast to the purã4ic versions where the
implied authorlo rushes in, uttering indignant shrieks. The styre may evoke an
atmosphere of brutality and selfishness;ll yet the archaic spareness of the prose
sections, though without doubt serving mainly other than aesthetic ends, tones preeminently in with the content. Not only the diction but the organization of the

9
l0
I

I

S..

Olclenberg

l9l7a: 15-28; Gonda 1975: 4lO42Z.

The implied author is the source of the norms enrbodied in the work (see Rimmon-Kenan
1983: 86-87). The notion goes back to W. Booth's influential classic Î/¡e Rhctoric oÍ
Fiction (1961, 1983).
See e.g. Ol<tenberg 19l7a:

60-61. Shulman, on the other hand, finds high ernotions behind
lhe bleak matter-of-factncss of the nanation, and in his paraplrase of the story SunaþSepa is
"shocked and traumaliz¡d" by the behaviour of his farher (Shuhnan 1993: 90).
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narrative elements gives an impression of unity unparalleled by the other long
narratives of the same age. The legend of Cyavana in the Jaiminîya Brdhmana
(3.120-123)12, remarkable as it is, does not succeed in amalgamating the two
motifs into a totally satisfactory whole.
In the Sunah6epa story there are also discrepancies, but to me it seems that they

are

of a different order. In their painstaking studies Weller (1956) and l¡mmel

(1964) have drawn attention to the grammatical variation and the disparity between
the prose and the verse, as well as the spurious nature of certain gathas. While their
observations may for the most part be accurate, the strong emphasis on the heterogeneity of what I would like to call the surface of the narrative makes one lose sight

of the structural and thematic coherence beneath the surface.l3 This kind of bias is
partly due to the fact that neither of the two scholars can see any connection between the story and the ritual in which it is embedded, i.e. the rãjasuya,ra and partly
to their preoccupation with what the story is not, instead of what it is. The multi-

levelled interplay of frames and allusions, by which the story operates, appears as a
bewildering chaos.
To get some order into the chaos, the text must first of all be placed within the
network of tradition that has produced it. It is a part of a brãhma4a, so it belongs ro
a type of texts the aim of which is to explain the origin and deeper meaning of the
ritual acts and, at the same time, to justify their existence by proving their universal
significance.ls This has to be kept in mind in a literary analysis of any section of
these texts. The last three books of the AB are considerably later than the first five,
and the location is also different. AB 6_8 appears to be an eastem text, composed in
the land of Videha (northem Bihar) somewhere round 500 Bc,l6 which brings it
close to such texts as the Sanpaúa Brãhmaqa and ¡he Brhadara4yaka lJpani-

12
13

14

15
16

in the Satapatha Brahmarya (4.1.-5, l4.l.l.17-24).
legend is analysed at length by Witzel (1987).
Also

The structure

of the Cyavana

In this vein Weller ends his article: "ln dieser Erzählung von Sunaþíepa stehen wir einem
Tri.immerfelde erster Ordnung gegenüber ..." (Weller 1956: 9l). Lommel recognizes a
number of cohesive elements in the story, e.g. the linking of the "sacrifice" sequence and the
"adoption"sequence by the motif of the cows (Lommel 1964: 156), but as he ignores rhe
dimension of the ritual context, he inevitably passes ovcr many of the cohesive strategies
that are employed in the narration.
See Weller 1956: 28-32; Lommel 1964: 132-133. Borh are of the opinion that rhe lri.¡asrrya, which lhe text presents as the occasion ofthe sacrifice of Sunaþiepa, has been slipped

in without too much thinking (supposedly by somc muddle-headed brahmin), for Hariicandra has sal on his throne for God knows how many years (25, according to Weller) and
the idea of a rãjasftya at this point in his career would be absurd. Quite so, if the ritual were
that of enthronement,
Gonda 1975: 339. Conda states that "to understand these works, a general knowledge of the
cotnplicated sacrificial ritual is, for the modem reader also, an indispensable requirement".
Horsch (1966: 472,
Buddhism.

n. l) is of the opinion that the section

probably does not predate
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{ad.t1 In addition, the eastem location connects the text with the eastward movement of the vrãtyas, the "brotherhood" of mysterious wandering outsiders beyond
the pale of the brãhma{ric culture,ls and of the Ikçvãkus,le the kingly family whose
name Hari6candra, the hapless monarch of our story, also bears. Videha and
Magadha were on the margin of the Vedic influence, regions where asural were
still worshipped. On the whole, eastemers (pracyalù were a notorious lot'20
All texts are situated at the c€ntre of a web formed by other texts. One possibility would be to examine the stories that are embedded in other brãhmar.tas side
by side with the Sunaþdepa legend. That is, however, beyond the scope of this
study. Then there are the texts that are more directly related to the SunaþÉepa
legend: soufces, parallels, other versions that have been preserved. Figure I shows
some of these affinities, the ones that I consider most relevant, for a complete
mapping of the cognates would be impossible.2l The items are ananged into a loose
schema. The position of the stories of the Great Epic, the Pãli iatakas and the literary tales included in story cycles such as the Kathãsaritsãgara is not to be taken as

a definite statement about their chronological order; the motifs that they use af€
older than the "end-products", and the continuous exchange between this group and
the bulk of oral folktales has bluned the boundaries. I have not wanted to depict
influence as a direct and one-sided process, so there are no alTows or lines that

would conjure up an idea of a genealogical tree. The image that is sought is that of a
network or a gravitational field, something that reflects "unity in variance"22.
The "discourse" that AB presents of the "story" of Sunaþíepa occupies a central place in Figure l. This discourse is a focal point also in another sense than as
the subject of this aficle. It has brought separate motifs together to form a synthesis, in which each element is given a new meaning, or rather multiple meanings
that suit the brãhma+ic ideology

t7

of the supreme importance of

As welf asthe Baudhayana Srautasúlra.

See

correspondences

Witzel 1989: ll'l-115, 224-225, 228-229'

25t.
t8

See e.g. Heesterman

t9

See

1962:6-7: Falk 1986: 17-30; Parpola 1988: 251-256.

Witzel 1989:23Ç237. According to the Digåa Nikaya, the Sãkyas (allegedly the clan

of Siddhãrtha Gautama) were descendants of an lkgvãku king'
20

Cf. Parpola 1983: 54-55; 1988: 254-255.

2l

From the enticing array of threads that had lo be abandoned, I might mention the mythology
involving Vi6vãmira on his own and as one of the seven rsis; the Ikgvãkus; the person of
Narada and the shadowy fellowship of Parvata and Na¡ada, Parvatanãradoa; finally, a
detailcd analysis of the later versions of the SunaþSepa legend.

22

See Parpola 1992: 30G-301. I also subscribe to A. K. Ramanujan's view that, for native
commentafors and readers, the various oral and written texts that Indian traditions have
produced "donotcome in historical stages but form 'a simultaneous order', where every new
text within a series confirms yet alters the whole order ever so slightly, and not always so
slightly" (Ramanujan 1989: 190).
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it were, the process being
inverted, the one becoming again many: there is a dispersion of these elements,
(bandhu, nidana), [n the subsequent versions we see, as

which are taken up to suit new contexts, to fashion different kinds of narratives.
Then again, the middle sequence (B in the synopsis, b in the Figure l) is the
structural core of the AB version. This does not mean that the two sequences
framing it would be less important or less interesting. The middle sequence introduces the person that has given the nanative its traditional name, and his action here
represents, for the AB version, both the culmination in the narative and its most
charged point on the symbolic level.23 This is underlined by the setting, the place of
sacrifrce which is the stage of creation, and its centre, the sacrificial post (yapa)
which stands for the axis mundi.2a Section B contains, embedded, extracts from

of the fgveda
of seven hymns, addressed to various gods,
that are ascribed to SunaþSepa (RV 1.24-30), a verse, from a hymn to Agni
the most potent texts that the author(s) of this text knew: the mantras

Saryhíta. The rc-verses used consist

(RV 5.2.7), which refers to Sunaþéepa, and two verses, also from a hymn to Agni
(RV 4.1.4-5), which, as far as I know, are in no way connected to Sunahsepa but
are nevertheless relevant in the context of the AB discourse, as we shall see.
It seems to me that the meaning of these fc-verses has been hitherto overlooked, or worse still, their use has been seriously misunderstood. Those who have
criticized the section have seen no logic behind the fact that Sunahíepa turns to the
same succession of gods that feature in the RV 1..24-30, when he should appeal to
the root of the trouble, Varuna; or why he should make himself guilty of gross
anachronism by quoting hymns that tell of his own liberation (RV I .24.13; 5.2.7);
or why the embarrassing piece of news that two different gods, Agni and Varu4a
(who appear respectively in these hymns as agents of the liberation), should be
spotlighted.2s But it surely does not pay off to try to interpret this kind of a story in
terms of realistic fiction. What we have here is an example of a stratagem that has
shaped the Indian narrative from the very beginning: metatextuality. By the embedding of the earlier discourse of the story (or a part of it), the text moves one level
higher and views itself from outside. In the first of the hymns ascribed to Sunahíepa, a latent metatextual dimension can already be detected, for the seer ac¡s as a
third-person character, an object of nanation, inside a hymn which he "sees" as a
23

This is emphasized also by White (1986:257-259), who notcs that beforc this point in thc
story all is ambiguous and perven, after it all is dehned and the ordcr is restored: chaos is

24

On the symbolism of the sacrificial post, see Parpola 1985: 105-l 15.

replaced by cosmos and night by day.
25

Weller 1956:8-22; Lommel 1964: 138-152. These scholars are also bothered about the
golden chariot lhat Indra gives to Sunaþiepa, as (unlike the famous Chekhovian gun) it is
not needed in the story, and Lommel is of the opinion that the reciling of the rc-verses takes
so much time lhat the laws of realistic (?) narration are seriously violatccl.
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subject, and which - as íruti is really etemal, something that has always existed.
These leaps from a narrative level to another are quite natural in a context where
equations and substitutions between the various aspects of psychological, phenomenal and supematural worlds are constantly scanned and established.26

As it forfeits the possible gains acquired by realistic narration, the Indian
narrative gets compensation in another direction. A text can enclose within its frame
an altemative set of event.s and, by power of implication, multiply the meanings in
both of these texts.27 By the use of embedded ,c-verses, the AB discourse very
likely suggests that we must look out for connections. There is the altemative
"story" of Sunaþ6epa, whom Varuqa has "chained to a triple post" (RV 1.24.12l3).28 This version reiterates the motif of Varuqa's habit of punishing sinners with
threefofd fetters (paiab), which first appears in connection with King Hari$candra's
swollen belly in the first part of the discourse, In the embedded verse, Sunaþiepa
prays to Varuqa and is set free by him. The other embedded "story" ßV 5.2.7) tells
that Agni has redeemed Sunaþíepa from a sacrificial post Oúpat). Here the motif of
the human sacrifice is foregrounded. The liberator is Agni, but the binder has
apparently been Varur.ra. The significance of Agni is emphasized by the use, a little
later, of two verses (RV 4.1.4-5), in which Agni is asked to act as an intermediary
between hum¿n beings and Varuqa. Besides being the divine hoty and the sacrificial

fire, Agni is garhha ãsuraþ (RV 3.29.11), the son of King Varur.ra2e, and he is
also the sun that is rebom in the spring. The context of the verse 5.2.7 is also
interesting: it tells about a hidden child who is associated with Agni. The Taittiriya
Samhitã 2.6.6.1describes how Agni fled, fearing for his life, after his two brothers
had disappeared in the sacrifice (which connects him with both Rohita and Sunaþiepa), and hid himself in water (which is Varuqa's realm). The verse 4.1.5
mentions Uças, the dawn, who in the AB discourse is the ultimate agent for both
SunaþSepa's and Hari6candra's liberation. Like Agni, Uças is Varuqa's child

26

27
28

An instancc of metalextuality that is often refened to is the scene in the AdhyarnnRanñyana where Sitã says: "Many Rãnrãya¡as have been heard many times by many
Brahmins. Tell me, does Rãma ever go to the forest without Sitã in any of thcm?" (Dimock
1974:74; O'Flaherty 1984: 128).
The Indian literary theory came ultimately to the conclusion that the power
(dhvani) is the one defining feature of literary language.

of

suggestion

The vcrses tell that Sunaþíepa is both seized (g¡bhítaf) and bound (haddhatfl ro rluee
"blocks" (tri;u drupadeçr). The word varu4agyhita ('seized by Varu4a') appears also in rhe
Taittiríya Saryhitã (5.2.1.3.) and the K,ãþaka Soryhitã (l9.ll) which enclose lhe verse
t.24.13.

29 ln the brahma4as Agni is the first-bom of Prajãpati, Varu¡a's alter ego (see e.g. Parpola
1992:299).The Sanpatha Brãhmana (2.2.4.1.) rells how Agni was bom from the ¡nourh
of Prajãpati who had been practising asceticism (after which Agni tums to hirn with l¡is
mouth open and tries to devour him).
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of Prajãpati3o) *d the herald of the new day (and the new year).
To sum up, the embedding of the ¡c-verses serves the purpose of highlighting the
central themes and images of the AB discourse: Varuqa's fetter, the human sacrifice, the relationship of the father to his children, the deathly darkness concealing
(as the daughter

the light, and the rebirth, both as a release from the fetters of sin and as the birth of a
new day and a new year.
There is still one central theme left, that of substitution, and the prose portion

of the middle sequence deals with it very thoroughly, so that in the end we actually
have a long chain of substitutions.3l But to understand how this chain works one
must tum to the two sequences A and C that provide the frame of reference to the
middle sequence, and begin at the beginning.
The first macro-sequence (A) is characterized with happenings of a remarkably
archaic and sinister nature, beside which the conesponding sequence in the discourse of the Rãmaya4c reads like a nursery tale. Here again the thematic nucleus
of the sequence is presented by the verses, namely tlte gathas of Nãrada.32 This

is a story about regeneration, and initially the emphasis is on the first syllable:
re-generation, life-in-death. The self is bom from the self, this is the message of the
gqthas. Deep darkness is crossed over by means of a son, immortality is attained by
engendering. The ideas that became commonplaces in the dharmaidstras, the debt

(rna) paid by having a son and the futility of renunciation, are mentioned briefly;
then the interest shifts to the strange equations between fathers and sons, mothers
and wives. Like the embedded lr-verses in the middle sequence, the ga-tlra-s function here as signposts. They point towards the two creation myths that dominate the

ritual thinking of the brãhma4as. Both are linked to hajãpati, who is the central
deity in tbe Sampatha Brãhmaqa. The first, implied by the idea of the self bom
from the self, is the crcation as a self-sacrifice of the creator god and his ritual
dismemberment, reflected inthe purupasri&ta (RV 10.90). The second concems the
primeval incest between the father and the daughter, which is also found in tlrc
Rgveda Sanlhita3s.lnthe brãhmaqas the father is hajãpati and the daughter Uças,
and Rudra (who is born at the same time) pierces the sinful father with his arrow
(AB 3.33-34). In the gathas of Nãrada, however, daughters are not mentioned; the

30
3l
32
33

Cf.theAitareya Brahma4a 3.33 (where it is said that the daughter is either the sky or the
dawn); and the Kau;îtaki Brdhmaqa 6.1. See Parpola 1998 228-230,241-242.
See Shulman 1993:92-93, as well as thc introduction of O'Flaherty to her translation of the
AB rexr (O'Flaherty 1988: l9).

Nãrada is a Vedic seer (he is mentioned in ¡he Athamaveda Soryhita). From an e arly time he
was connected with srlo&aliterature and appears often in the role of a counsellor (see e,g.

Horsch 196ó:368).

Rv 1.71, 1.164, 10.61, The father and the daughter are not named, but rhese hymns mention Rudra being born at lhe same time, a hunter shooting his arrow at some male, and Agni
as a perpetrator of birth.

l9r
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incestuous bond involves a mother and a son on the other hand, and a brother and a
sister on the other.

This is an intriguing fact, all the more because the AB discourse does not
develop the theme but rather plays it down. There are no r¡/omen in the story, except
as props.34 As we know that this is an eastem text, and that the inserted gãthãs
were taken from the floating corpus in which the Vedic and non-Vedic traditions

it can be assumed that

these verses represent the "heretic" beliefs and
(which
can with reason be identified as the vrlit)ds¡35 that
customs of the outsiders
have persisted in the doctrine and cult ofthe Sãkta tantrism in eastem India.36 If we
suppose that these particular gãthos were the last ones to be added to Narada's
speech, as most scholars do,37 the question remains why such subversive material
came to be added to the AB discourse only after its ideological content - the fusion
of the essence of macro-sequences A and B with a new interpretation for the new
whole - was consolidated. It could be that these gathas (or some others like them),

were mixed,

the exclusion of women is not counted) suit well the ideology of the
action that follows, were attached to sequence A before this consolidation took
place. A plausible altemative is that the author(s) of the AB discourse wanted to
attach controversial gathas to a type of sacrifice that was reprehensible in the con-

which

(if

tempofary context and to a speaker (Narada) who recommended it.38
For next comes Nãrada's advice to sonless Hari6candra: ask King Varuqa that

a son would be born to you and promise to sacrifice the son to him. Hardly

34
35
36

37

38

a

Unless the role of U$as as the deity who ultimately takes off the thrce fetters of Sunaþ$epa
and heals Hari6candra is meant to be taken as a sign of her importance in the discourse.
See e.g. Heesterman 1962:

14,30-31; Falk 1986: l7ff.; Parpola

1983: 4ó-53.

Cf. Parpola 1994:256;1998: 216, 304. The incestuous bond between a brother ancl a sister
is somewhat better a¡tested than that of a mother and a son in Vedic literature. We have
Yama and Yami (RV 10.10; but there is no mention of illicit love between them in later
texts) and the sons of Prajãpati (among whom are Agni and Súrya), who a¡e presented as
lovers of their sister Uças in the Kau¡ilaki Brahma4a 6.L For other examples, see Horsch
f966: 84-85 (see also Parpola 1998:.243-244). Commenting on the last but one gdrå¿,
Horsch suspects a connection with non-Aryan culture and later Tantrism. - It is to be noted
thatSùrya(RV l.I15.2),Agniandthe"pastoral"(andsolar)dcity Púçan (RV 6.55.4-5) ue
all said to be both lovers of their sister (Usas) and suitors of their mother. Things are
complicated by the possibility that the mother and sister are the same person. Púgan is
associated with Soma (moon) in the dual in RV 2.40, and like the dogs of Yama (soe
below) he is said to guide the dead (10.17.3-5). As both Soma as moon and Yama can be
identified with Varuqa-Prajãpati (see e.g. Parpola 1985: 64-66), we are eventually led back
to the same basic duality (and rivalry) of sun/day/fire and moon/night/water.
According to Vy'eller (1956: 88) and Lommel (19&: l24ff .), the Nãrada-grifl¡ris arc interpolations (presumably to the whole AB discourse); the stanzas 5-7 (or 5-8) have been added
first and then the remaining 6 (or 5) stanzas. Horsch (1966: 86, 291-2921 appears to be of
the same opinion. See also Oldenberg l9l7a: 59, n. l.
In any case I do not agree with Horsch when he says rhat all the.gdtl¡ris of Narada rcflect the
typical patriarchal and brahmanical worldv iew (Horsch 1966: 29 I -292).
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bargain, but this is exactly what Hari6candra does. Why should the prized son be
killed the moment he is bom? The motif as such is common. In westem folklore the

child is usually promised to a sprite or the devil, not to a god (Yahveh being an
exception)3e. In India, gods may well demand a child to be sacrificed. The nearest
parallels for the AB discourse are found in ¡he Mahdbhãrata, the Buddhist jãtakas
and the katha literature.

In the Great Epic and the jatakas, human sacrifice is depicted quite realistically,
although it is condemned. The closest cognate to the AB discourse is the tale of
Jantu in the Mahahhdrata (Yanapawan 127-128). King Somaka has a hundred

wives but only one son Jantu who causes him too much wony. To obtain more
sons he sacrifices Jantu, He gets a hundred sons, and Jantu is rebom as the eldest
of these. The purohita who is responsible for the sacrifice goes to boiling hell, but
as the sacrifice is a complete success (even Jantu does not really die), the condemnation looks somewhat like a sham.4o Here the logic behind the sacrifice of
one's first-bom son is made clear: the aim is to promote the fertility of the king in
general. Among the jãtakas there are several types of .stories that seem to be based
on the same rationale. Evil counsellors or priests persuade kings to perform human
(or':urimal) sacrifice to attäin heaven or avoid hell,4l or the king is forced to send
human victims to a yakkha to save his own life.42 Often the king and his growing

39

40

4l

42

The most famous cxamples being the aqedah and Jephtah's daughter, For parallels in
folklore and othcr literatures,see e.g. Lommel 1964: 157-160 and Horsch 19ó6: 287, n. 3
& 288 n. l-2. Shulman divides the tales of a child sacrifice into two types: one which
"procceds oul of a divine co¡nmand or from a demand made on the father, implicitly or
othcrwise, by the metaphysical ultimate" and does not have any "utilitarian explanation or
rationale"; and the one which has a utilitarian purposc (Shulman 1993: 6). Shulman is of the
opinion thal th€ AB discourse ofthe SunaþSepa story falls into the first category, which he
calls the proper aqedah type. This is not quite accurate, for there i.r a rationale, cven though
it is not explicitly expressed. The South lndian tales which he analyses are morc true to the
rypc.
Somaka (a lunar name like Hariicandra) proposes to share the priest's fate, and finally both
ofthem entcr heaven. The tale ofJantu is included also in the Kathasaritsâgara, wherc it is
a part of the story of Devasmitã (KSS 13.8). Brahmans tell the rale to the childless mqchanl
Dhanadatta and explain that he too can obtain a son by a bumt-offering. Unlike in the MBh,
the sacrifice or ils perfomrers aæ in no way condemned, Also the version of the Namuci
nìyth that appears in the Kathãsaritsãgara (46.62b, embedded in the story of Súryaprabha)
comments favourably on Namuci's giving his body to be sacrifìced and chopped to pieces;
Namuci is rebom as Prabhãsa in the world of men. On the other hand the offering of one son
to get another is ridiculed in the KSS 6l.I 16, where a witch is the instigator of the offering.
Thus e.g' inlhe Lohakunúhiititaka, the king hears alarming sounds of four beings in Hell
and is told by brahmins thal the same fate will meet him. He orders a fourfold sacrifice ro
avef the danger and a great crowd of victims is captured and fastened to the stakes. The

victims are released as the bodhisattva explains the real reason for the cries.

in the Stûonoiatala, which is relaled to the 20th story of lhe Vetalapaticavintiatikã
(see Paqpola 1998: 287-290). In the Mahasutasonnjãraku the king ears up his subjecrs
because he has been ayakkha in a former life.
Thus
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son are presented as deadly rivals; a crisis follows when the boy turns sixteen.43
But even younger children are looked upon as threats, like in the grisly Culladhammapãlajataka, where the murderous father of the Indian version of the oedipal
nexus is shown at his worst.aa In the Kha7fuhalajataka, the king (who is "not
versed in religious matters") is told that, in order to attain the world of gods, he
must kill his sons, his queens, his merchant princes and his best bulls and steeds.
His noble son Candakumãra offers to sacrifice himself for all the others, and the
narration rambles on at length before happy ending is reached: as the young prince
is to be beheaded with a sword, Sakka, the king of gods, responds to a vow

of truth

pronounced by Candakumara's mother, Queen C¿urdã.45 The gathas, which are the
backbone of the story, are of special interest, for they contain older material in
which the atmosphere of this kind of a kingly offering is vividly brought to life.
The common denominator of these tales is the need to secure the inviolability,
prosperity and fertility of the king, in other words his immortality, by a human

sacrifice (the victim being preferably the king's son). The iãtakas emphasize the
aspect of oedipal rivalry between the king and his son that is inherent in the sacrifice. This rivalry which is, as Goldman (1978: 341) has noted, transformed in
India into the struggle of the brahmin (as the father) and the kpatriya (as the son) is
visible in the many stories of the Great Epic. In the AB discourse it serves to tie the
sequences A (Haridcandra and Rohita), B (Sunahéepa and Ajigarta) ¿nd C (Viivãmitra and his elder sons) together. To this, too, we will retum.
Horsch has connected Hari6candra's sacrifice to the offering of first fruits,

including one's first-born son.46 What is more prominent in the AB discourse,
however, is the principle of substitution. René Girard's thesis about the ritual as a
double substitution applies here particularly well; in fact there is a chain of surro-

43

44

45

46

E.g. the Tayotlhammajõtaka,inwhich the (monkey) son defeats the father, and the Tå¡rsajãtakaaÍdtheMtisikajãta&a in which the king is predicted to be killed by his l6-year-old
son, but he saves himself by reciting måntras, It may be noted that the age of sixteen (when
a kçatriya may bear arms) marks the breach between Rohita and Hariícandra in the AB
discoursc.

The king of Benares is jealous of his baby son (the ever palient bodhisattva) whom his rvife
pets nnd pampers, and he commands the boy to be mutilated. The baby's hands, fcet and
headarechoppedoff andeventhetorso is sliced to bits. The lamenting mother gathers the
bloody pieces into her lap and dies of a broken heart, and the king is cast into the Avici hell.
Canda ('moon') is also the name of the unhappy mother in lhe.Culladhammapãlajataka.
The queen Candã of Kñar¡dahalajãtaka is said to be the daughter of the Pañcãla king. Her
son is called Canda, Candakumãra or Canda-Suriya ('moon-sun'; the prose narrative talks
about one prince but lhe galhos are ambiguousi the samodhãnd says that there arc two
princes, Canda and Suriya).

Horsch 1966: 286-287. Horsch bases his argument mostly on Frazer's Golden Bough.Ttts
offering of first fruits (which refers also to first-bom animals) to secur€ the continuity of
fertility is included in the series of isris which open the rãjasúya (see Heesterman 1957:
t5-25).
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This is quite natural when one thinks about the Indian obsession with
analogyas and the preoccupation of the brahma¡tas with all kinds of corespongates.47

dences. First there is the idea of the equivalence between the sacrifice, the sacrificer

and the sacrifrcial victim.

In primeval sacrifice, the victim, the cosmic puru;a,

is

also the sacrificer, Prajãpati, and as the creator he is also the creation. He is rebom

out of the sacrifice. In the AB discourse, Prajãpati/Varuna is substituted by King
Hariicandra, whose nrune - 'yellow moon' - and royal title connects him with
Varu¡a.49 It is to be noted that, in the text, Hariícandra is called a rajaputra and
Varu4a a rãja. Rohita is the next ring in the chain.so He is substituted by Sunaþiepa, who is substituted by the soma sacrifice. The discourse of the AB cuts the
chain here, but the upaniçads add one ring more: lhe pra4agnihotra.sl
Moreover, the relation of Hari5candra and Rohita ('the red one') is a replica of

killed "the father"
because of primeval incest, just as Rohita, by escaping to the forest with his bow,
symbolically kills his father. The first delay (Hariécandra putting off the sacrifice)
takes six units of time (Varuna claims the boy six times, after birth and then after
each milestone on the way to maturity), the second delay (Rohita wandering in the
woods) takes another six (in the sixth year Rohita finds Sunahsepa). The reference
is surely to the two halves of the year. This would seem to correspond to the idea of
the ritual cycle of the year which is divided into an "old" and a "young" half, the
"old" half (autumn-winter, the time of cultivation) being the dakpinayø4a associated
with the Manes (pitaraþ), and the "young" half (spring-summer, the time of "wandering", i.e. the raids), which begins with the birth of the sun in spring, being the
utaràya4a associated with the gods.52 In the AB discourse, the growing-up of
the relation of Varuna/Prajãpati and Rudra, the young archer who

4'l

48
49
50
5

I

52

According to Girard thc violence thåt is ¡nevitably present in any community is channelled
to somebody who, as the rcpresentative of the group (lhe sacred king), nrust pay its price
(lst substitution); this person is then substituted by a ritual victim who is both similar otd
srange and who belongs to some marginal group (a "monstrous double"). See Girard 1977:
14, 269-273. Girard supports his theory mostly by classical material. About sacrificial
substitution in India, see Smith & Doniger 1989.
See e.g.

O'Flaherty 1984:260ff.

Varu4a is a sanrãj,and in the brãhmanic age he was connected with Soma as the moon ærd
with the noctumal heaven.
Rohita is his father in the light of the gøtåøs of Nãrada. The interchange of the names of the
king and his son that follows the unction lnthe rajasùya implicates also ¡he interchange of
idcntities (Heesterman 1957 : 12Ç125).

The principle of substitution applies not only to the sacrificial substance but also to the
yajanwna. According to Heesterman, lhe king, Prajapati's counterpart on earth, identifies
himself with the creator and lhe universe in the ritual of rojasuya, which lcads to his rebirth,
and later the common yajamana in the irauta rites does the same thing, with the king as his
model. See Heesterman 1957: 66-67,224-226.
Parpola 1984: 5G-53; 1994:2Ol-2O7. According to the Mairri Upanigatl (6.14), for instance, Agni represents the uttarãyarya half of the year and Varuqa tlrc dak;inaya4a. The idea
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Rohita appears to correspond to the "old", dying half (Rohita is a marked man,
theoretically dead all the time), while his Wanderjahre signify the "young" half.s3
Hari6candra's dropsy, "Varuqa's disease" is a sign of being varuryaghrí\a, 'seized
by Varu4a', like Sunahiepa in the fc-verses. Hari6candra has not kept his word
and Varuna punishes breakers of oath, but "being seized" means other things too:

Varu4a's fetters were equated with pôpman ('evil'), and the gleatest evil in the
Vedic age was death. Prajãpati-Varu4a is both a giver and a taker: he gives life to
take it away, rùy'ater, Varuqa's element, can mean death (drowning, suffocation) but
also life (fertility, purification),sa So Hari5candra is dying to be rebom.Ss
Rohita's flight is a signifier on many levels. It represents a parricide, but also
the dispossession and exile of the first-bom that is a leitmotif of epic literature.s6 In
this episode the socio-religious spheres of grãma (village, cultivated land) and
arat¡ya (wildemess) are contrasted.s1 Grãma is the place of sacrifice, where
brahmins and grhasthas live in the precarious protection of the priest-king Varu4a;
araqyq is the sphere of nomadic waniors (as the role of Indra suggests in this
passage),s8 strange tribes and wandering ascetics, sarynydsins and atharvar¡s with

dubious reputation, such as Ajîgarta, a rsi whose father 'has good pastures'
(Suyavas) but who himself is 'hungry'. His famished state, i.e. his being an ascetic,
is implicitfy presented as the reason for his heartless, "iúdro-hke" greed. Then
of the cyclical nature of the original ritual and lhe vratyas as the group that was responsible
for the fact that traces of the old system survived within the Vedic ritual was first put forth
by Heesterman (1957; 1962). Of the religious dimensions of the Rohita episode and the
symbol i sm of Roh i ta/Rudra/Agni/Skanda/sun, see Parpola 1998: 293 -298.
53

54

Considering the ritual connection, it is crucial that Hariócandra is "dead" - varuqag,hríto and
diksita - after Rohita's flight, to be reborn as a yajamana in the rcijasúya where Sunaþíepa
is to be sacrificed (cf. Heesterman 1957: 6-7). But the action could also be interpreted the
other way round, so that Rohita's birth (like the birth of the sun) would begin the "young"
bright half of the year, and his flight (like Agni's flight) would begin the "old", dark half. If
Rohita's exile is to be taken as brahmacaryø (Parpola 1998: 295), he too is ritually dead
until his rebirth in the new year feast (see Parpola 1977:.159-163).
In the rd7'asriya, Varupa's water is represented by the unction and the avabhytha bath, which
purify from sin. The bath combines death and bir¡h. See Heesterman 1957:
ll8-120, 169; Parpola 1985:92-94.

regenerate and
55

Heestcrman (1957: 16l) suggests that Hari6candra's swollen bclly may symbolize pregnancy.

56

Cf. Goldman 1978 344-348,382-383. About Rohita's parricide, see Falk 1984 129,n.44.

57

See Malamoud 1989: 93-l 14 in particular. Malamoud brings up the etymology that has
been suggested for the word ara4ya (deñvingfrom araqa, 'slrange' > IE *al, o/-, 'other').

58

The gdthds of Indra are a homogenous whole and do not present such problems as the
Nãrada-,grillrris (see Horsch 1966: 87-90, 292). Indra's role as the rival of Varupa is not very
active; the structural similarity to the earlier suspense (with the number six) suggests that
Indra, like Hari5candra, is only gaining time to avoid that which is unavoidable. The
dichotomy between Indra and Varuqa is nevertheless obvious. See e.g. Shulman (1985) who
investigates the relation of the king and the brahmin in the South Indian context and sees
the dichotomy repeated in the relations of Indra and Varuqa, lhe nãyaka and thc vidúsaka,
the patron and the clienl, and the notions of power and purity.
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we have Sunaþiepa, whose name, 'dog's penis', has been interpreted in various
ways.se The phallus in the name suggests virility and a connection with the sacrifice
as a ritual that promotes fertility (cf. Parpola 1985: ll2) and possibly includes
hierós gámos.60 The 'dog' is even more significant. In brãhmanic culture, dogs
were associated with various things: vrötyas, ca4Qõlas, dicing and papmanldeath'
Like vrãtyas, dogs were sacred and impure. In later times the sacredness was lost,
and when candalas are called ivapõkas (dog-cookers), both are reviled.6l The connection with dicing is more complex.ó2 There is the term ivaghnin,'a professional
gambler', popularly translated as the 'killer of/by a dog'. This seems to be related to
the killing of the 'four-eyed dog' (catur-ak;a ívan) in the aivamedha (horse sacrifice).63 In this ritual the dog is representing evil (papman). A dog could seize one
just like Varuga: an attack of epilepsy was called ívagraha, 'seizure by the dog'.

Dogs are also associated with Yama; his two dogs (sa-rznrcyau, the sons of
Saramã) devour a badly timed agnihoaz sacrifice and guard the path of the dead,
eating up those who stray.ó4
59

For morc esoteric interprelations see Horsch 1966:.290, n' 2'

60

See Parpola

6l

See White 1986:238-244. In thc Ranúya4a, Viivãmitra's sons say. aftertheir father

1983:48-53; 1985: 132-135i Horsch 19ó6:289, n.

I'
has

commanded them to take the place of SunaþSepa as sacrificial victims: "How it is, lord, that
you would abandon your own sons lo save the son of another? lVe regard this as a forbidden
act, like the eating of dog's flesh." (Translation by R. P. Goldman.) Accordingly their falher
curses them to be eaters ofdog's flesh for a thousand years. It may also be noted that in the
purã4ic versions of the story, Hariicandra is relegated to the status of a ca4lãla.
62

According to the Baudhøyana SruutastÍt,'¿, in the raiasuya ritual the tale of Sunaþíepa is
rold immediately after the game of dice (Heesterman 1957: 158). It is also curious that the
last but one of the griltlris of Indra refers to dicing, About the dice game in the niTasti¡'a, see
Handelman and Shulman (1997: 6l-68), who stress the absolute elimination of risks in this
part of the ritual: the king / the god does not enter the game and so cannot lose.
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See Falk 198ó: l0G-101, 108-l ll. White calls altention to the two meanings of the word
a,t¡a,'eye'and'die' in dice, and translates catur-ûkla iv¿¡ as 'four-dice dog'. He is of the

opinion that the dog in the dice game means the /<rla (four) throw of one's opponent, and in
the aivamcdha the king must slay the "four-dice" dog which rePrcsents the success of his
opponents: pãpman (evil) and bhral¡vya (rivalry). In this game, too, every possible risk was
neutralized in advance (see White 1989). A "four-eyed dog" appears also in the Avestân
ritual of Sag-drìd (the 'dog's gaze'). The Dharmctsútras order certain sinners (e.g. murderers)
to wear the skin of a dog or an ass (another impure animal) as a part of the propitiatory rite
(see Oldcnberg l9l7b: 327-328, and also p,327, n. 5 and p. 328, n. 4; Keith 1925: 266268), On the other hand, a brahntacãrin who has broken his vow of chastity must make an
offeringof an ass lo the goddess Nirrti and wear the victim's skin, and his portion of the
victim is cut from the penis. Thc obvious purpose of this rite is to restore the virile power
thal the sinner has lost (Oldenberg l9l7b: 333: Keith 1925: 267). Thus, both the dog and
the ass epitomize the same mixture of impurity, marginality, virility and a special type of
sacredness that is typical of avrõtya,
64

About Yama's dogs and other hellhounds, see White 1989 285-286. The Mãnava Srautasútra (3.14.21) states thåt a black dog (the typical representative of dark forces in European
folklore) is to be offered to the Rãk$asas (see e.g. Keith 1925: 324).
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The name Sunaþéepa already appears in the $gveda Saryhitã, and it must have
been affixed to the legend for a long time, but this was obviously not the only
reason for the fact that the author(s) of the AB discourse preserved it. It is of prime
impoftance that the name of the protagonist should be associated with papman and
pollution to begin with. These could be cast aside in the last sequence along with the

íudra-like Ajigarta.
Another remarkable detail is that in the AB discourse, Sunaþ6epa is madhyama, the middle son. \ilhite (1986: 236) talks about "radical middleness", meaning
the condition of falling outside the usual categorization. Thus, vrãtyas were not
kgatriyas nor brahmins but something in between (Heesterman 1962 8). Viivãmitra
also falls in between: according to traditional sources he was bom a kçatriya with
the potential of brahminhood.6s In the AB discourse he is called a rãiaputra, which
in the fiaiminiya Brãhmaqa (2.223) is said to denote a vratya, and he is a hot¡
n lhe rãjasúya of King Hari6candra. To these we must add Madhucchandas, the
middle son of Viévãmitra, who is the key figure deciding who shall be cursed and
name and the identity of a son

of

the

who shall be blessed. Madhyama is both in between and in the centre.
This brings us back to the middle sequence. Varuqa has accepted the substitution by saying that a brahmin is "wofh more" than a kçatriya. In the AB the word is

bhuyan,'worth more'; the Sankhayana Srautasútra has íreyan, 'better'. In the
Vedic context íri was conceived as the exact opposite of pãpman' The boy comes
from the wildemess and is called 'dog's penis', but because he is a brahmin he is
pure and sinless unlike Hariécandra, who has been born fettered.66 Only now
"Sunaþiepa" becomes the essential Sunaþéepa, the one who is varu4aghríta,
impure and polluted. Being a brahmin, he can take the pãpman of HariÉcandra to
himself and get rid of it, something that is not possible for Hari6candra or Rohita.
At this point the ideological master-plan of the AB discourse begins to emerge.
Varula orders that a rdjosuya is to be the occasion of the sacrifice, and "the man
(tam etam abhi'
[Sunahéepa] was taken for the anointing like a sacrificial animal"
secaníye puru{om paÍum alebhe). Looking back to the possible reasons for the
original sacrifice of Rohita, it is plain that the purpose of this mythical rãiasúya isto
secure the immortality of the king by sacrificing his sunogate. For the first time the
discourse - by bluntly stating that nobody is willing to bind or kill the victim suggests that this is not the way to do things. The denial, on the other hand, suggests that this may have been the way to do things. This notion gets support from
the archaic method of killing, i.e. cutting off the head of the victim with a knife'67
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Sunaþ6epa is an Ãrigirasa, which means that he

66

When Harióc¿rndra becomes varunaghrlla after Rohita's flight, this means only that the

is a brahmin with kçatriya qualities (White

1986:251)
papman (i.e, mortality) thal has always been present as a potential has become actualized on
a physical tevel, About the fettered condition of the rajanya, see Heestcrman 1957: 160.
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(One must remember thatwithin the discourse of the AB, this rajasuya, with its
mythical officiants, is to be taken as the first of its kind, the model for the future
rajasuyas.) The most impressive feature of this passage, apart from the skilful
development of rising action, is the manoeuvring of the material by which the text,
without any overt assessment of the action, persuades the listener to draw certain
conclusions. The guilt of manslaughter (the pdpman on the narrative level) is
passed smoothly from Varuqa, Haridcandra and Rohita
who has already become the villain of the piece.68

to Ajïgarta, an outsider,

At the climax of the AB discourse, Sunaþíepa saves himself with a splendid
confìrmation of the br-ahma+ic ideology: immortality is achieved by him 'who
knows thus' (ya evary veda). He "sees" the rc-verses because he, unlike Hariicandra or Rohita, sees the analogies and the ultimate logic behind the sacrifice. The
liberating truth of the upanisads is not far off. The three fetters drop one by one,
after each of the three verses (RV 1.30.20-22) with which he addresses U$as, the
dawn of a ne\ry day and the agent of regeneration. This is accompanied by the
gradual disappearance of the physical signs of Varuqa's fetter which plague
Hariícandra. A new ritual ideology is also bom, and its claims are confirmed and
strengthened by the action that follows. The eminent priests summon Sunaþiepa to
perform the sacrifice. He gets another vision, this time of the proper procedure of
the rãjasuya ritual: he sees the immediate soma pressing (anjaþsava) and its continuation, with the appropriate mantras.69 The final bath of the royal resurrection is

performed with mantras (RV 4.1.4-5) that name both Varu4a, the lord of life and
death, and the forces that propitiate, protect and regenerate: Agni and U5as.70
Then follows the most human gesture so far: Sunaþ$epa sits on Viivãmitra's
lap, and the listener is reminded of the fact that this Vedic seer is a child. The in-

67
68

69
70

About ritual decapitation and severed heads in ancient India, see e.g. Heesterman 1967;
Parpola 1985: 68, I l8-l2l; 1998: 298-300.
The image of the haggard Ajigarta who, after binding his son, is drawing near and whetting
his knife, combines the vicious aspecls of the persons who in the 20th srory of ¡he Vetãlapancavi4tíatihâ prepare to kill the surrogate victim (see note 42 above). The Brahmin boy of
the story laughs bccause all to whom he would appeal, in tum, for protection, forsake hinr:
his greedy parents hold him down, and the king who is fearing for his own life wants to
slay him with his sword, and the Brahmin demon (brãhntarokpasa), who should be the
boy's tutelary deity, is licking his lips to devour him. Thc laugh corresponds to SunahSepa's worcls: amãnusan iva vai mã visaçisyanti ('they shall slaughter me as if I werc not a
human being').
Of "seeing"inthe Vedic context and the afterlife of the concept in the later Hinduism a¡rd
Buddhism, see Gonda 1963.
Here I would like to suggest thar the anjaþsava that Sunahsepa sees may correspond not
only to the original human sacrifice but to thc sacæd marriage (hierós gãmos) as well. See
e.g. Olivelle (1999 47-52), who investigatcs lhe theological and literary strategies rhat the
Brhadaranyaka Upani¡ad uses to establish an equivalence between the soma pressing with
sex (especial ly 6,4.2-3).
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cident marks the transition to macro-sequence C. Formally, as I noted above, the
prose section preceding the gathas belongs to macro-sequence B. The villain now
wants the prodigy back; Viivãmitra declines, saying that the gods have given the

boy to him. After this comes a summarizing sentence - thus far the only one in the
AB discourse - which says that "he [Sunahiepa] was Devarãta ['god-given', a
name that echoes Vióvãmitra's wordsl Vai$vãmitra [Viúvamitra's son], ¿urd his
descendants are the Kãpileyas and the Bãbhravas".7l This kind of anticipation of
future generations, which as such is untypical of the AB discourse which otherwise moves only in the present, seems to form a closure in the discourse,T2 and
indeed the verses that follow strike a different note. The "adoption" episode has
been generally considered secondary.73 Falk, however, regards the adoption as the

original core of what became the AB discourse. He grounds his argument on the
description of the rajasuya ln the Baudhãyana Srautasutra (12.2.85-l l8), which
he interprets as a ritual of adoption.Ta It is difficult to say when sequence C was
made a pârt of the AB discourse, but despite the changes in the mood, style and
expression, it is a natural continuation of the themes that dominate the first two
sequences. Against Falk's theory it could be said that the symbolical dimensions
of the adoption are far more pronounced in the sequence than any idea of adoption
per se. The very central idea of rebirth is realized by Sunaþ6epa who, after liberating himself and Hari6candra of tIrc papmøn, takes another name and another
identity. The tension between the temporary power and bloody martial code of the
kçatriyas and the idealistic, order-loving world-view of the brahmins is reconciled
by the double inheritance (rikthayor ubhayor) of kçatra and brahman that Devarãta
obtains.Ts It is perhaps only fitting that after a shift from one world to another the
7t

sa ha devarãto

vaiivãmita

idsa I

tasyaite kdpileyabãbhraval

ll
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In the end of section C, after lhe saryvãda-g<ill¡a-s, therc are two gãthãs in the third person
narrative that summarize the situalion and act indeed as a closure (though they do no¡ refer
to the future, only to the present),

73

See e.g.

Weller 1956: 34-49 (Weller discems three different layers in the episode); Lommel

l9ó4: 155-156; Horsch 1966:293.
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Falk 1984, To me it seems that the argument is based too exclusively on the meaning of the
word pratihita in BSS text. Even if the meaning 'surrogate' would be accepted, it could
well imply to another kind of a person than an adopted son. The idea that the prince in thc
ritual cannot be the natural son, because the ritual belongs to Varu4a's sphere, is not
convincing. Although Varu4a's element is water, horscs are connected with Varuna and they
are said to be "bom from water, without any progenitor", this does not add up to making
Varu4a a patron deity of "unnatural" birth. The horse and the water buffalo are Varuna's
animals because they are paragons of vlrya, and the strong link between water and fertility
cannot be ignored. A similar connection exists between banyan trecs, fertility and Varu4a
(see Parpola 1998).
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It appears that the altemative of renunciation, represented by Ajigarta, is the only one that is
rejected. ln spite ofall that has becn said, the discourse retâins a certain degree ofambiguity.
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tenor of the nanative should change too, and lhe gathas should reflect the more personal and emotional atmosphere that paves the way for the narrative mode of the
dramas and the epics.

The motif of the rivalry between the father and the son again comes to the
surface, within a slice of dry, pitiless prose that is thrust in the middle of the sofç

a hundred and one sons76 and he expects them
to accept the superiority of Devarãta. Those who are older than the middle one,
Madhucchandas, decline and their father curses them: their offspring shall "enjoy
the ends" and live "in large number beyond the borders" as Andhras, Puqdras,
Sabaras, Pulindas and Mùtibas. These were the people who inhabited the areas just
outside the eastem limits of the Vedic culture, and with this "mythic explanation f'or
a socioreligious reality" (White 1986: 235), the first of its kind, they are defined as
the ones who have belonged to "us" but, like Adam and Eve, have been driven out
toned gatha.s. Viivãmitra has

of paradise because of their bad behaviour. Vi6vãmitra's elder sons share here the
fate of the íudra-hke Ajlgarta: both are excluded from the circle of proper society,

from the ritual and thus also from the prospect of immortality.
The motif of a father's curse that is directed at a disobedient son is encountered
frequently in epic literature. It is part of the theme of the "killer-fathers" that inspires
theactionof sequencesAand B, and it is also related to the stories about the irascible ¡si.s whose curses play such a large part in later Sanskrit literature. The epic

of Yayãti and Jamadagni (MBh Ãdiparvan ?0-89 and Vanaparvan 116.2-16
respectively) show that the curse is motivated by the father's desire to keep the
status of the virile male exclusively to himself. Yayãti asks his sons to give him
their youth and virility and take his old age to themselves for a thousand years. Here
the urge of the father to gain etemal youth (immortality) by sacrificing the youth
(and the life) of his sons is quite explicit. Yayãti's four elder sons decline, and
through their father's curse they are dispossessed and their offspring shall die out.
Jamadagni commands his sons to kill their mother, who has had impure thoughts,
and again the older sons who do not obey are cursed: they are reduced to beasts.
The submissive younger sons are rewarded.?? The same happens in the AB discourse: Madhucchandas and his younger brothers are blessed with canle and heroic
tales

76

77

It is interesting that the wúon of hrahman and k¡atra is achieved by Sunaþóepa and Vi6vãmitra, who are far from typical representatives of their varryas.
The verses mention Rpabha, ReDu and A¡¡aka in addition to Madhucchandas, but only the
last one is namcd in the prose. In the brãhmapic narratives the pcrsons that are not relevant
to the slory or have ceased to be so are ignored, like Rohita in this discourse. See Gonda

1975:420.
Goldman (1978: 351-354) sees the recurrent tales of the hostility and rivalry between Vióvamitra and Vasi¡¡ha as an oedipal conflict involving an ambitious son and a father-figure. In
epic literature, their rivalry costs the lives of their sons. White (1986) analyses the Sunahóepa story largely in terms of the spiritual struggle between Vi5vãmitra and Vasiçtha (who,
according to White, appears here in the guise of Nãrada).
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offspring. With the positive answer of Madhucchandas, the narration resumes the
form of poetic dialogue/monologue, and the discourse ends on a happy and reassuring note.
We have seen, I hope, that the AB discourse shows a remarkable thematic
unity, which is matched by unity as concerns the line of the plot. The latter moves
within the two polarities of immortality and death, and the father-son-relationship is
central in the development of action. These features are summarized in Figure 2.
I-et us now look at the use of frames in this discourse. Unlike in the tale of
Cyavana,Ts there áre no flashbacks or embedded myths, but all the sec¡ions in verse
are, in a way, embedded within the fra¡ne of the main narrative that is in prose. The

fairly independent units that are difïerent in each mâcrosequence. In sequence A, the embedding is divided into two parts, the Naradagathas and the lndra-gathas, both of which are strings of gnomic verses. In sequence B, the embedded section consists of ¡r-verses (mantras). In sequence C, the
galhas are not gnomic but, except for the last two gãthãs, constitute a dialogue
(sarywõda),like the gathas in some of the longer jatakns. In fact, in this last
sequence, the verses function as the main narrative, and the prose is relegated to the
status of a commentary (except for the section that contains the curse). Thus when
the short sentences in between the verses are not counted, the discourse can be
formalized as follows (v = verse):
verse sections form long,

A tv(l)l A tv(2)l A + B [v(3)l B + C [v(4)l C [v(4)]ie
As I have said above, these embedded sections are an important part of the AB
discourse ofthe Sunah6epa story. They are taken from heterogeneous sources, but

within the discourse they are used in a wây that serves the purposes of the AB

of Nãrada introduce the cenfral theme
(immortality) and its application on the level of the plot (the relation of fathers and
sons). The rc-verses connect the discourse with the most authoritative of contemporary Indian texts, the Rgveda Samhitã, so that the ideology of the discourse is
discourse almost to perfection. The gathas

"sanctified" by this authority. The ¡c-verses also lend force to the myths that have
been referred to so far and elaborate on them. Tlte samvdda-gathas of sequence C
mark a shift of world-view and also connect the discourse with the bardic tradition
that would soon find large-scale expression in the two epics, as well as with the
nascent Indian drama.

If we then take a look at the mutual relations of the three macro-sequences and
the sources ofthe discourse (fig. l), it is obvious that sequence B is central for what
I called the ideological master-plan of the AB discourse. Its importance is under-
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See
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The last sequence could also be [Cl v(4) lC] v(a).

Witzel 1987: 385-386.
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lined by the fact that the story it uses is derived from the Rgveda Sarphita. Sequence
A is, on the other hand, essential as the introduction of the themes and also as a
model of an earlier, contfasting ideology against which the AB discourse is aimed
at. For this end, â story was taken from bardic literature or folktale material,s0 The

C was probably bonowed from bardic literature and
l
from the myths and tales that were connected with Vi6vamitra.s \ /e can express
these relations as follo;ws (AB = the AB discourse, "4" = the material for macromaterial for macrosequence

sequence A and so on):

AB >

"4"

< AB >

"8'

< AB > "C" < AB

As there are no earlier extant versions of macro-sequences A and C, these
could be said to form a frame for the middle sequence which contains "the Sunabíepa story proper". However, I have chosen to put the three macro-sequences on
equal standing and treat the AB discourse as â frame, because that is simply the way
this narrative works.

Next there is the overall context of the discourse which works as its outer
frame. This is the section dealing with the rdjasüya ritual in the seventh book of the
Aitareya Brãhmana. The Sunahsepa story is a part of the actual ritual that the
brdhmarya describes: the hol¡', seated on a golden cushion, tells it to the king after
the unction.s2 Therefore the discourse has a double frame: it is embedded in a text
describing a ritual, and it is embedded in the performance of the ritual. In the text

with "a4t" and
each gatha with "tathã"; thus, the frame tells us, the king is freed from evil (papman) and sin (¿nas). A rather sumptuous Sravanaphala is guaranteed: the king is
recommended to have the tale read to him even if he is not sacrificing (ayajamana),
and he shall be free of papmani and the tale should also be told to those who desire
there are other instructions: the adhvaryu answers to each ,'c-verse

sons (putrakamaþ), and they shall have sons. The textual frame confirms the central

themes of the discourse,

fertility

and papman, and suggests that they are closely

related: the failure to have progeny is caused by pãpman, and the other way round.

80

8l

82

To mc it seems that it is well nigh impossible to trace the original or lry to reconstruct it in
any dctail. Something about its nature can be deducted by comparing the discourse lo the
parallels in the epics andthe jotakas. The names in the AB discourse indicate that the story
must have been mythic; thc othcr altemative is that the author(s) of the AB invented the
nâmes to forge a mythical connection. It is to be presumed that all the sources werc modified and elaborated for the AB discourse.

Viívãmitra isconnected with the proto-epic grillrri rradition. In the discourse it is said that
Vi6vãmitra's family are gùúinal, and "in possession of the divine Veda of the gãthinah".
lntheRãmãyan¿ and in Budclhist texts he is also reciting galåa-s (see Horsch 1966: 376380).
The Baudhayana.fs says it is ro be told afrer the dice game. The Katyayana SS places it
within the unction, the Mãnava SS after the libations connected with the unhamessing of the
horses. See Hcesterman 1957: 158.
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The content of the rãjasriyc ritual as a whole is also releva¡rt to the interpretation of the AB discourse of the story of Sunaþiepa. According to Heesterman,
whose theory on the nature of this ritual is the most creclible and comprehensive, the
rajasúya was not an inauguration of the king but an annual ceremony, which
consisted of rites the purpose of which was cosmic regeneration and the rebirth of
the king, Each complex of rites was modelled to embrace the cosmos, with which
the king identified himself, and both were rebom through the ritual (like the cosmic
Refening to the altemative meanings of the verb
su-lsú- that is behind the word -stiyø, Heesterrnan translates raiasúya as 'kingengendering'.84 Originally the ritual seems to have included ecstatic and "impure"
practices such as sexual intercourse and human sacrifice, which came to be discarded after a shift of ritual thinking and a new, more abstract system, in which the
impure was allowed to be present only in symbolical forms.85 It appears that the
AB discourse of the Sunaþiepa story r€flects this shift quite accurately. Figure 3
displays the main themes and their symbolic and ritual background within the
man

/ hajãpati in creation¡.83

discourse, approximately in the order in which they are introduced in the text.86
When we consider all these inner and outer frames of the AB discourse, we

find ourselves to be inside a veritable house of mirrors. First there is the actual
rãjasùya ritual, then there is a description of it, which encloses a story, which must
be told to the king in the rajasùya, and in this story there is a rãiasùya, in which
there is a person who recites verses in which he tells a story of an e¿ulier sacrifice
(perhaps a rãjasúya, perhaps not), in which he was to be sacrificed but was set free,
and then he is set free, just like

it

happened

in his "story", and he concludes

the

rajasuya he is presently in, and so on and so on. The device became common
enough in Indian literatures later on87, but it is enlightening to find this kind of
technical virtuosity in such an early nanative as this. Another typical feature of
Indian literatures is also present in the AB discourse, namely the recycling of old

83
84
85

86
87

Heesterman 1957t 7, 67, 224, Hecstcrman says that the rãjasúya "seems to be an abridgement of what originally must have been an unremitting series of yearly ceremonies with the
object of regenerating the universe" (Heesterman I 957: I 0).
Heeslerrnan 1957: 86. The verb su-,sunoti meaqs'lo press [soma]'¡ stl-,suvati 'to impel, to
consecrate'; .rri-,.ç¡?r¿ 'to precreate'. All meanings may be involved in the rãjasirya.

Heeslerman 1962: 19-21. The fact that SunaþSepa as the sacriñcial priest seems to be the
central person of the rãjasûya, instead of Hari$candra and Rohita, can be laken as a symptom of the ideological shift. The change was visible also in the way of killing the sacrifìcial
victims; cutting off the head of the victim (as in the Sunahiepa story) was replaced by suffocation, which involved no bloodshed.
The frame conceming the ritual background is based mainly on Heesterman (1957; l9ó2)
and Parpola (1983; 1998).
Fascinating examples of naratives that consciously (and continuously) switch from one
level of reality to another can be found in the Kashmirian l0th-century Yogavdsis¡ha (w,
e.g. O'Flaherty 1984: 127 -259).
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material. A. K. Ramanujan has talked about two tendencies that govem Indian traditions, context-sensitivity and reflexility, "both of which constantly generate new

forms of old ones" (Ramanujan 1989: 189), Indian texts are not sharp-edged and
autonomous but more like continuous processes of story-telling or "members of a
series with a family resemblance" (Ramanujan 1989: 203). But still they are not the
same: in each context they become a part of a new system and in this way come to
signify different things. If one, for example, compares the AB discourse of the
Sunaþ6epa story with the discourse of the Ramãya7a, the "story" is superficially
similar, but the context is totally different and so are the meanings within it. In the
Rãmayarya,the SunaþSepa story has been embedded in a narrative which tells about
Viívãmitra and his rivalry with Vasiçlha. Since there is no ritual context, Sunaþéepa
is no seer but only a trembling boy, and his uncle Viévãmitra teaches him two
verses which he then repeats at the stake like a parrot. The mythic and cosmic
resonances are gone: immortality and regeneration are no issues here. Of the three
father-son-relations of the AB discourse, the only one left is the one between
Viívamitra and his sons. Perhaps for this reason Vi6vamitra has now developed
into a "killer-father": he curses his sons tobe cayQãla.s because they do not all offer
themselves to be sacrificed instead of Sunaþ6epa. In the pura4as the story undergoes further transformations.

All in all, the SunaþSepa

story as it is told

in

the Aitareya Brãhmarya

is

a

technically accomplished narrative, which makes use of devices that were to become
generic in Indian literature. As it is fairly old (before 500 Bc), actually the first of its
kind to have survived, we could expect it to shed some light on the early history of
the Indian narrative.ss Since I have talked quite a lot about the use of frames and
embeddings in the discourse, I will finish off by discussing in brief the possible
development of this device.
In his analysis of the Cyavana legend of the Jaiminíya Brahmana, M. Witzel

(1987: 412413) has proposed that the composition of the soma ritual from many
separate sections within a framework (as well the incorporation of the soma ritual
into larger rituals such as agnicayana and rajasúya) has provided "the model and
the instigation" for the literary technique of the frame story. C. Z. Minkowski
(1989) has come to the same conclusion by examining the frame stories of the
Mahãbhãrata. He bases his argument on the narrative situation in the frame stories
of Saunaka and Janamejaya: both of them are set in sattras, extended ritual sessions. According to Minkowski, "in the ritual and the ritual literature embedding
constitutes a crucial organizational principle that manifests itself in hierarchical,

88

is surprising that this subject has been all but ignored in rccent research. For example, in
spite of the promising title of the book, the articles included tn The lndian Narrative: Perspectives and Patterns (ed. by C. Shackle and R. Snell, Wiesbadcn 1992) do not touch any
cenlral issues about the development or general nature of Indian narrative.
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symmetrical andepisodic structures." And as "sattros represent the most elaborate

products of ritual embedding" and the frame-stories of the Great Epic take place
during sattros, the model for framing must have come from the ritual (Minkowski
1989:401). In addition to the model of the organizational principle ("hierarchy by
inclusion"), there is also Vedic precedent for storytelling within the ritual: interuals
in the ritual action were suited for telling stories, and narratives were embedded in
the ritual, like the Sunaþ6epa story and the elaborate pãriplavas that were recited in
the aivamedha (Minkowski 1989: 417).
Especially the arguments which Minkowski has put forward sound persuasive,89 and it would be very convenient if the knotty problems conceming the
evolvement of typically Indian literary narrative coulcl be solved as neatly as that.
But I still think that Minkowski's theory has flaws: and it appears to be too formalistic and too reductionist. It can be said for sure that there is certain parallelism, but
I am of the opinion that, for the first thing, the goveming principle exists on a
higher level than on that of the organization of the rituals, and for the second, the
earliest examples that we have of Indian narratives (the brãhmar¡a stories and the
jatoka verses)g0 do not fit particularly well into the "ritual" pattem. Moreover, the
structures of the frame stories inthe Mahãbharata do not seem to hark back to the
structures of the ritual, except on a very elementary level. Naturally the brahmin
authors made use of the situations and surroundings that were familiar to them,
as anyone who is composing a text does, but this does not mean that they had
any need for the analogue provided by the organization of the rituals. As concems
the ritual texts,the matter is quite different. I would suggest that the strongest link is
to other texts, whether oral or literary, and the extraordinary way in which they
were preserved and transmitted in early India. Thus,

I would say that

the model for

the framing device has been taken from other texts, whereas the nanative situation

of the two outer frame-stories in the Mahãbhãrata is motivated, firstly, by the
existing model of the actual sin¡ations in which the compilers of the Epic told these

89

90

Witzel presents the ritual hypothesis in the end of his article as an afterlhoughr, without any
major evidence. Witzel's analysis of the Cyavana legend is illuminating, but I would say
that his definition of the frame story is too wide (in contras¡ to Minkowski's definition
which, on the other hand, is too narrow). There is some confusion between embedding and
such devices as addilion, enlargement, embellishment, etc. A ring composition is a different
thing aftogether than a frame, and the books in the Lgveda Saryhito which are linked togcther paratactically without any kind of a frame (except the status of a Sanråird) do not
qualify as an example of a frame story, As Minkowski points out, embeclding presupposes
subordination - at least some kind of subordination, I would say - and the embedded section should be independent. It should also be long enough. One may ask whether the short
explanation about Indra's threat which Dadhyañc gives lo the Aóvins in the Cyavana narrative really is an inserted story ("Not so", said he [Dandhyañcl; "Indra likewise saw thati he
said to me: 'lf you were to tell this to any one else, I should cut off your head;' that is what
I am afraid of,"). If it were, a// references to the past should be classed as embeddings.
Possibly also the saryvãda hymns of the Rgveda Saryhirã (see below).
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stories,gl and secondly, by the inclination of the brahmins to preserve and give a
stamp of sanctity to all traditional tales that they laid their hands on.e2
Minkowski says that there is "no sustained embedding in the narative literature that predates the Mahabharala" (Minkowski 1989: 412). He dismisses the
Cyavana legend as an example of a frame story, because "there is ..' no story about
the telling of stories". The story involving a situation of story-telling is certainly one

of the most selÊconscious framing techniques, but it is not the only one. If we cut
out all other variants of the device, it means that we tum our back on the actual
history of the tndian narrative. There are several types of embeddings, and it is not
the late full-fledged (and sometimes overblown) prototype but the early "halfbaked" and hybrid variants that we should study if we want to know anything about
the development of the device.g3
To me it is clear that the Cyavana legend contains at least one section that can

be called an extensive embedding (the story about Dadhyañc, the Aivins and
Indra). The AB discourse of the Sunahsepa story is somewhat later, and it is far
more complicated. It is metatextual and self-reflexive, and it employs frames and
correspondences on many levels. As I mentioned earlier, the middle sequence could
be treated as an embedding, even though I have not done so. The AB discourse
works as a frame to which three "stories" of different origin have been embedded.
Then there afe the verse sections which I regard as special kinds of embeddings.
They are used in three different ways. The middle sequence is an example of the
ritualistic use of verses (which nevertheless play a pivotal role in the interpretation
of the discourse, as we have seen). The use of gnomic gathãs in the first sequence
link it with the later akhyãnas, such as the stories of the Paíic:atantra, while the
samvãda-gãthãs inthe last sequence have cognates both in the past (the saryvãda-

9l
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One could note, in passing, that the classical Sanskrit drama has, at least from the ti¡ne of
Bhasa, contained a similar frame: the prologue (prastãwnã ot ãnukha), in which the .tr¡rr?tlhara (the stage manager) and the leading actress address the audiencc as "themselves" (i.e.
as âctors, not as characters in the play), introducing the play and its writer, before the actual
play begins, Since rhis metatextuûl prologue is fîxed and written in the literary languages, it
belongs to thc play as a frame; it does not represent the level of "reality" but the level of
"realistic fiction", while the play proper belongs to the level of"stylized fiction".

xxi-xxii,2-4. The composers of epic literature throughout the
world have been aware of the impression of authenticity achieved by a frame-story in which
the narrator tells what he has seen or heard, Thus, in the Odyssey there is a long flashback
(Books 9-12) in which Ulysses relates his adventures to King Alcinous at the Phaecian
court. The model for this embedding was hardly laken from the organization of rituals. See
e.g. Todorov l97ll. 6Ç77 .
The outer frâme-stories of ¡he Mahãbhãrata belong to the youngest slrata of the work, a¡rd
both the Cyavana legend and the SunaþSepa story can well be some eight or nine hundred
years older. It is far from certain thât the earliest vcrsions of the Paíicatantra cycle (which
could be clated between 2nd and 5th centuries AD) got the device of the frame story from the
Great Epic, as Minkowski states (1989: 412413). See Hämeen-Anttila, forthcoming.
See e.g. van Buitenen 19731
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hymns of the Rgveda Sarfhita) and in the future (dramas and epic literature). The
last two types have formal and stylistic parallels in the Buddhist jãtakas. In most of
thejatakas,thegãthãs (after 500 BC) form the core of the narrative, and the prose
(c. 400 AD) has been woven around it. Here we have early narratives using various
kinds of "hierarchical, symmetrical and episodic structures", but surely they do not
pay hornage to any abstract ritualistic system but huild upon other texts.e4 It hardly
does justice to the creativity (or Indian-ness) of the Indian storytellers to presume
that to find out about the joys of juggling with the different levels of nanative they
needed a special ritual model, apart from the vast ¡nass of oral and literary models
that - knowing the fact that elaborate literary genres such as the drama emerged in
the last century BC in an almost perfected form - must have been there in brãhmar¡ic
tinres, either codified, free-floating or in the making.
If we look at the way in which the AB discourse uses the "raw material" that
has been at hand, some things may be discovered. It is evident that the objective of
the author(s) has been a symmetrical composition, and to a great extent this is
achieved, but it is to be noted that the symmetry does not copy any extemal model.
The discourse pursues all the time its own, independent ends, As in many later
Indian stories, these ends are partly ideological - in this case the mythologizing of
the present ritual theory and practice - and partly narrative: how to tell a good
story.es The material for the macro-sequences A, B and C is taken fiom other,

94

Thereisnospâcehereforadetaileddiscussion of the subject, but to me it seems lhat this
carly rnaterial gives support to the ri,(û¡tirra theory of Hermann Oldenberg, that he put firsl
forward in 1883. (According to it, the samvãda (dialogue) hymns of the Rgveda Sar¡/rird ale
parts of old ãkhyãnas (poetic-prosaic tales) where the lìxed verse portions have been
preserved but the prose portions have nol, because they were supplied by each narrator.). The
litcrary category of miíra ('mixed'; i.e. prosaic-poetic), to which the AB discourse also belongs, has been very persistent and long-lived in Indian cullure; it has dominatecl narralive
literature and the drama, and it lives on in classical dance and popular theatre, as well as i¡t
Indian popular films with their inserted song and dance sequenccs.
It is an interesting
coincidence that the hymn that Alsdorf(1964), among others, quotes to defend rhe akhyana
theory of Oldenberg is RV 3.33, the tale of Viivãnritra and thc Rivers.

-
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is undoubtcdly right when he says that 'the general impression scems to be
that the major lndian traditions did not think a good story by itself worth committing to
memory. It had to serve another purpose ..." (Gaeffke 1995: 350). However, this general
impression has done much harm as regards the undcrstanding and evaluation of Indian
narrative. Even though the prescrvation of narrative texls, in the pre-classical times in particular, was mostly taken up by the priestly class, this does not mean that these tcxts were
consequenlly deprived of their aesthetic value; education and entertainment can cxist side by
side. The Indian theorists (most notably Bhãmaha, Vãmana and Abhinavagupta, as well as
the author(s) of the Natyaíaslrz) stated that /irir1,a (belles lettres) had two aims: firsrly, joy
(hørsa) or delight (pnfi) or diversion (vinoda) and solace from life's unhappiness (t,iírãna),
and secondly, instruction (upadeia) or the possibility of developing onc's underslanding of
thc world (vaicaksanya). See Hämeen-Anttila I99ó: 49-50. The relalivc grades of these two
tendcncies vary from one text to another. The sheer bulk of nanative lexts easily surpasscs
the quantity of narrative texts in mosl olher cullures, which means that the number of works
Peter Gaeffke
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earlier texts (oral or literary) to serve the purposes of the present discourse. The
subject is both complex and eminent, as we have seen, and there is the ritual context, in which it is natural to tum to the mantras of the Rgveda Samhitã.Indeed, as a
whole the AB discourse is conditioned by the general principle that was mentioned
earlier, the principle of recycling. When you have a good old text, don't throw it
away. The older, the better. The more authoritative, the better. Never mind that it
belongs to a completely different tradition. Recycle, enclose, frame it with a commentary.

It is hard to say where this principle of recycling (and recurrence) comes from.
It seæms to have been there from the very beginning. The last books of the Sgveda
Saryhita are already acting upon it, with their speculations about macrocosm and
microcosm, equations and substitutions and worlds within worlds. The idea of
sarsãra, the notion of cyclical time, the theory that considers all sacrifices to be
replicas of the first, primeval sacrifice, the philosophy that sees the transcendent
inside a little seed: all these spring from the same source. The construction of the
ritual from older pieces is only one facet of this principle. Therefore it is not necessary or even plausible to maintain that the device of the frame-story has been copied
from the structure of the ritual. This becomes all the more evident when we view the
development of the device in the light of all its variants and manifestations.
V/itzel has formulated the central problem conceming the "raw material" used
in texts such as the AB discourse:
whether the fragments of $.gvedic myths were re-composed as YV-Sar¡rhitã /Brãhmaqa

time stories or whether there was a living mythological tradition, in which Rgvedic
myths gradually changed until they reached the form they have in later Brãhma4a
litcrature (Witzel 1987: 386).

After examining the AB discourse, I would say that it must have been both ways,
that there was the canonical text, to be used as such when a ritual connection,
authority and/or special symbolic or stylistic effects were required, and the mythological tradition that was mixed with the oral traditions which could be traced to pre-

Vedic times, to be used more freely, as an inventory of motifs and suitable

se-

quences of gathas.

that concentrale on the vinoda aspccl is also great. Naturally it must be kept in mind that
different cultures and different cultural phases find diversion in different things.
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